More efficient IT with Kyndryl
Services for Red Hat Ansible
Automation Platform
Speed productivity, manage complex IT,
and scale your IT automation

Challenges to achieving IT
modernization and automation
CIOs, CTOs and IT decision-makers face growing pressure
to deliver better results from their IT investments. They need
to modernize their IT for improved flexibility, agility, and
faster innovation value. Existing infrastructures for managing
and maintaining IT configuration, security, and application
deployment often cannot meet today’s demands.
The journey to modernizing enterprise IT environments is
more complex than installing updated tools. New solutions
need an automation framework that is reused across your

Kyndryl end-to-end IT management
Kyndryl services provide an end-to-end service model to
advise, build, and manage your automation framework to
help transform your mission-critical systems. This solution
is designed to help you:
Modernize, automate, and improve efficiencies
of your IT practices
Enable the integration of key industry
requirements for resiliency, security, policy
governance, and compliance

lines of business and functional IT areas, including DevOps,
security, and business continuity. Typical challenges include:
– A lack of visibility across hybrid and multicloud platforms

Collaborate across your organization to create,
share, and manage automation – from development
and operations to security and network teams

– Limited internal expertise with automated cloud
infrastructure management
– An inability to economically orchestrate, secure, and
manage workloads on-premises or across clouds.

Gain IT operational efficiency and innovation with Kyndryl.
Create your IT automation strategy from definition, design,
and implementation through management of your automation
framework with Red Hat® Ansible® Automation Platform.

Kyndryl Services for Red Hat Ansible
Automation Platform

Advantages of Kyndryl Services for
Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform

Kyndryl and Red Hat together bring best practices,

We provide virtualization and container orchestration

standards, and the experience to manage diverse

with cloud-native infrastructure support. As the world’s

environments which span infrastructure, applications,

largest user of Ansible automation, Kyndryl has seen

and processes. More specifically we deliver significant

substantial positive benefits. The following metrics represent

productivity, agility, and operational gains which are an

deployment and usage progress for accounts in 2021

important pillar of enterprise infrastructure modernization.

which implemented our use cases through Red Hat Ansible

This helps minimize errors and improve stability. Work

Automation Platform.

across every cloud environment with better automated IT
scaling, control, and insight.
Kyndryl is one of the leading service providers of enterprise
automation with Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform, with
approximately 850 clients served and 550,000 endpoints
managed. With thousands of Red Hat technical certifications
and hundreds of Red Hat sales accreditations, Kyndryl offers

Lifecycle

Health checks
Up to

63%

increased end-to-end
life-cycle management
productivity

Up to

71%

improvement in diagnosing
and troubleshooting the
IT environment

customers deep and unique Red Hat expertise.
Patches

Remediation
As much as

52%

faster and more
accurate patch
management

As much as

40%

improvement in
event and incident
remediation

Why Kyndryl?
Kyndryl has deep expertise in designing, running, building, and
managing the most modern, efficient and reliable technology
infrastructure that the world depends on every day. We are

Kyndryl is the world’s leading
user and provider of enterprise
automation with the Red Hat
Ansible Automation Platform.

deeply committed to advancing the critical infrastructure that
powers human progress. We’re building on our foundation of
excellence by creating systems in new ways: bringing in the
right partners, investing in our business, and working side-byside with customers to unlock potential.
To learn more, call your Kyndryl sales representative and
ask about Kyndryl Services for Red Hat Ansible Automation
Platform. Ask also about piloting the Enterprise Automation
solution. Or visit us at kyndryl.com
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